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法，游走点通过计算 MiRNA 与疾病向量的相似性，从疾病向量游走到 miRNA 向
量。从而对于任意给定疾病，可计算 miRNA 与该疾病的相似性得分，且得分越






















MicroRNAs (miRNAs) have been discovered as important genetic regulation of genes 
expression in animals and plants. MiRNAs are a class of very little non-coding 
regulatory RNA molecules that modulate the expression of several genes at the post-
transcriptional level and play a critical role in disease pathogenesis. Discovering the 
relationship between diseases and miRNAs is fundamental for understanding the 
pathological process of diseases. Therefore, biological examination is a major method of 
recognizing whether miRNAs are related to any disease. However, this method 
presented bottlenecks (e.g. time-consumption, and high cost) due to big data from 
different databases that render it complex. Beforehand, many researchers performed 
different computational methods to discover relationship between diseases and miRNAs 
to assist in biological tests. Computational techniques to predict potential disease-
related miRNAs is the only immediate way to overcome the presented difficulties. 
Nevertheless, one main problem for computational methods is the lack of enough 
bioinformatics methods that predict potential miRNA–disease associations with a high 
degree of accuracy.  
Therefore, in this thesis, we propose a computational prediction method of human 
disease-related miRNAs by path-based random walk to predict potential candidates of 
disease-related miRNAs to overcome challenges stated in this research area. Moreover, 
construction of disease–miRNA networks to come up with the similarity between 
diseases and miRNAs evolved as features extraction between miRNAs and diseases. 
Based on random walk, the walker moves from each disease’s vertex of the disease’s 
network to miRNA vertices by calculating the similarity score between disease–miRNA 
vertices. As a result, for a given disease with miRNAs, the similarity score has been 
calculated and the miRNAs with higher similarity scores were confirmed as the 
potential candidates for a given disease.   
    Lastly, we apply our method to two different types of cancer datasets; Breast 
Neoplasms, and Pancreatic Neoplasms as our case study to assess the performance of 
our method. Path-based random walk gave a better prediction accuracy compared to 
previous models which will contribute to biological investigations and help future 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Background  
 MiRNAs are a category of little, endogenous RNAs that are 21~25 nucleotides long. 
MiRNAs can be originate in plants, animals, various infections, and function in RNA 
quieting and post-transcriptional directive of organic phenomenon [1, 2]. MiRNAs are 
concerned in several different biological manners, like apoptosis, growth, 
differentiation, and virus-related infection [3]. Increasing confirmation implicates 
miRNAs in human cancer growth, development, prognosis, diagnosis, and appraisal of 
treatment response [4-6]. Since the first miRNA (lin-4) was discovered from C. elegans 
twenty years ago, many miRNAs are annotated in varied species with experimental and 
computational methods. An identification of miRNAs that underlie human diseases is a 
crucial goal of medical specialty researchers. However, the discovery of disease-related 
miRNA via existing biological methods is costly and time-consuming [7]. Therefore, 
computational prediction models are significant techniques for identifying the most 
likely miRNA–disease associations prior to additional experimental examinations. On 
the other hand, one main challenge with miRNA researches could be the absence of 
enough bioinformatics techniques with efficiency accuracies to forecast prospective 
disease-related miRNAs.  
To overcome these major issues, we propose a computational predictive method to 
predict potential disease–miRNA relationships. Our proposed technique is built on path-
based feature and random walk to obtain a relevancy score between disease-related 
miRNAs. For this reason, several dataset have been combined to build (RDnet) network 
between miRNAs and diseases where the path-based to random walk applied to rank 
every miRNA of a given disease. Thus, the walker starts walking from each known 
disease-related miRNAs with equal probability and the walker endures until it reaches 
unknown disease-related miRNAs. Finally, the walker stays at the unknown miRNA 
vertices to measure the similarity score. The obtained similarity score values were 
ranked. The highly ranked scores are potential candidates of disease–miRNA 
associations.  
1.2 Motivation  
 In previous years, biological conducting tests are the most methods accustomed to 
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biological data and  the discovered of new miRNAs each year, experimental methods to 
discover a disease-related miRNAs presents significant challenges (e.g. amount of time 
and cost) [7]. Due to these difficulties of experimental method to identify an association 
between diseases and related miRNAs, computational prediction approaches have 
suggested [7]. Many computational methods have presented to predict the relationship 
of miRNA–disease associations. Generally, the prediction of possible disease-related 
miRNA built on the networks is to figure out the similarity between disease and miRNA 
to the networks [7]. These problems have been motivated us to contribute on this 
research field.  
Therefore, in this thesis, we propose a computational prediction method of human 
disease-related miRNAs by path-based random walk to conquer these challenges. Based 
on random walk, RDnet network was constructed, the walker starts walking from 
disease nodes with equal probability to disease-related miRNAs. In addition, form 
known miRNA nodes, the walker is walking to its neighboring unknown nodes until 
converged. A given disease used as a query to set the relationship score of all known 
and unknown miRNAs. Then, the similarity score was computed as the time the walker 
spends to unknown miRNAs. If the node is a disease-related miRNA, the walker 
continues, stays otherwise. Therefore, we extracted all unknown miRNAs to a given 
disease for ranking and the higher similarity score ranks have confirmed as the potential 
candidates of disease-related miRNAs.  
1.3 Contribution  
From the best of our knowledge a lot of work has done to predict disease–miRNA 
associations in the field of Data Mining and Bioinformatics in the last two decades. 
However, there are some drawbacks in the previous presented methods such that, there 
is a low quality of the datasets in different models which results a critical performance. 
In addition, there are methods evaluated by using only disease–miRNA similarity, 
miRNA similarities, and disease similarities by utilizing disease information only, 
which possibly effect in an unfairness for disregarding the miRNA features. Therefore, 
our contribution is to combine different datasets for a disease–miRNA network which is 
helpful in an integration and extraction of useful features. As a result, we present a 
computational predictive technique to predict possible disease–miRNA associations by 
path-based random walk which achieves a great accuracy performance compared to 
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there are a lot of miRNAs with no known related disease as well as a few number of 
diseases that have no any related miRNA.  
1.4 Problem definition and research objectives 
After discovering that miRNAs have impacts to immune system as positive or negative 
effects, discovering new and predicting potential miRNAs candidate’s related disease 
have been a research topic for last two decades. Previously, to predict new miRNAs has 
been conducted by biological test. Nevertheless, a number of new miRNAs have been 
discovered each year to be associated with disease which affect this technique to face 
with more challenges, such as a time and cost used to discover disease-related miRNAs 
[7]. Therefore, computational methods have been proposed to support biological tests. 
Although computational methods have suggested, there is still some demanding; lack of 
enough computational methods has shown to be one the most challenging issue with 
these methods.  
Therefore, our research objective is to come up with computational predictive method 
for disease-related miRNAs with efficiency and high degree of accuracy. We propose a 
method which is concerned on graph feature and path-based random walk to calculate 
the similarity scores between diseases to miRNAs. In addition, all unknown miRNAs 
for a given disease have been extracted for prediction. We therefore ranked all 
miRNAs’ similarity scores and the highly ranked scores have been confirmed by public 
databases as potential candidates of disease–miRNA associations.  
1.5 Structure of the thesis  
Chapter 1 presents the background of our thesis to build a computational predictive 
method of miRNAs and diseases associations which is a path-based random walk and 
graph theory as our research topic. Furthermore, we discuss what motivated us to work 
on this topic and our contribution to this research area. In addition, we describe our 
problem and research objectives of research work. The remaining of this thesis is 
structured as follow. 
Chapter 2 provides a review about miRNAs, the discovery of the first two miRNAs and 
the role of miRNAs in human genes as well as their effects to human diseases. Besides, 
we discuss biological investigations as the only technique was used to determine the 
association between diseases and miRNAs. However, biological method has presented 
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discover them. Lastly in this chapter, we discuss previous computational prediction 
methods of disease–miRNA associations in general as the basis of this thesis to 
overcome the challenges that have been presented by biological investigations. 
Chapter 3 presents the methodology used in our thesis; we first describe all terms used 
in our thesis to make a better understanding of the research work such us; graph theory 
and random walk. In this chapter moreover, we deliberate the datasets utilized to 
perform our method. On the other hand, we define feature selection as one of the most 
important aspects of designing a classifier for computational prediction methods. 
Additionally, in this section, we define our miRNAs and diseases network (RDnet) 
derived from various datasets and we finally describe our method which is a path-based 
random walk and graph theory as the core contribution of our work to this research area.    
Chapter 4 discusses supervised machine learning algorithms for classification, such as 
SVM (Support Vector Machines) [86] and Naïve Bayes classifiers. Furthermore, these 
algorithms helps in classification and prediction to various useful datasets. In this 
chapter also, we discuss the experimental results of our method by applying these 
classifiers to the extracted datasets by our method, to classify and predict miRNAs and 
diseases associations. To conclude this section therefore, we discuss about a case study 
by applying two different types of cancer to our method to verify its performances.   
Chapter 5 presents the conclusion of our research work and last but not least, we discuss 
the challenges that we have faced in our research as well as the future research work.     
Lastly in this thesis, we present our academic achievements and we acknowledge all 
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